
THURSDAY MARCH 17

13A Lewis St, Mudgee

Introduction

Welcome Dinner
Three Tails Brewery

Registrations
Parklands Resort & Conference Centre

CPD POINTS
 

FRIDAY MARCH 18

8:50 AM - 9:00 AM

9:45 AM - 10:00 AM

10:00 AM - 10:20 AM

10:20 AM - 12:00 PM

2:25 PM - 2:45 PM

2:45 PM - 3:00 PM

12:45 PM - 2:25 PM

CPD Update

Sponsors Interactive Rotational Group Sessions

National Conference Update

6:30 PM 

Matt Brown

AIMS Update + Q&A

8:00 AM - 8:40 AM

9:00 AM - 9:45 AM Geoslam and Traversing at Tahmoor Colliery
Zac Burley

Lunch12:00 PM - 12:45 PM

Peter Sergeant & Duncan McDougal

Delegates to be split into groups and will rotate every 20
minutes between each of the sponsors. Sponsor interactions
will consist of 15 minute demonstrations with 5 minute Q&A

Sponsors Interactive Rotational Group Sessions Continued...

Delegates to be split into groups and will rotate every 20
minutes between each of the sponsors. Sponsor interactions
will consist of 15 minute demonstrations with 5 minute Q&A

Alan Mellor

Morning Tea

Afternoon Tea

Michael Price
3:15 PM - 3:30 PM

BOSSI Update3:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Nick Tucker

3.25 Mine Surveying 

1.25 Survey Practice

 

AIMS-22-017-DM1 

 



Interactive Session Information Mudgee

AAM, a Woolpert Company will highlight the Adoption of New Technology to provide Hybrid Solutions and Time

Critical Reporting for the Mining industry.

AAM

Aerometrex

Carlson

Carlson Boretrak2 Gyro – Drill Hole Surveys

The Boretrak2 borehole deviation measurement system is a simple-to-use, gyro-based system for measuring the

deviation of boreholes drilled in underground mines or on the surface in quarries or open-pit mines.

Mine sites have been rapidly adopting the technology in Australia to validate blast hole drilling to capture true toe

positions, ensuring quality blasting and risk mitigation.

I will be discussing the system, technology, in-field operations and deliverable data

Delegates to be split into groups and will rotate every 20 minutes between each of the sponsors.
Sponsor interactions will consist of 15 minute demonstrations with 5 minute Q&A

Aerometrex Aerial Surveys for Mining: building confidence and trust through client engagement and data lineage

management.

For aerial survey data to be used with confidence within the resources and mining sector, end-users must be able

to trust not only in the accuracy of the data, but also the data’s lineage right through from procurement, capture,

processing and delivery. In order to help the industry effectively utilise airborne geospatial data (including LiDAR,

imagery, and 3D photogrammetry) and to work with full efficiency, Aerometrex has designed its aerial survey

planning, capture and processing workflow to be transparent and compliant, all while maintaining accuracy and

maximising reusability. To achieve this Aerometrex has achieved full legislative and industry compliance in its

capture capabilities, developed industry leading data lineage maintenance and reporting and prides itself on

effective client engagement to maximise the value of individual surveys.



The Exyn Aero is an autonomous drone designed to capture spatial data in dangerous places with multi- platform

autonomy. Operating a Autonomy level 4 with Exyn AI provides a revolution in survey methodology with little to

no deadspots in the most challenging of environments.

CR Kennedy

GeoCue

GeoCue Australia are excited to be sponsoring AIMs Mudgee, and proud to present our range of surveying

systems to the delegates. Whether it be UAV based LiDAR systems, point cloud software solutions,

photogrammetry; Long range VTOL platforms, GNSS or bathymetric options, GeoCue Australia has a solution for

your surveying requirements. Please visit our stand to learn more about our class leading UAV TrueView LiDAR

systems, and how our business models and training and support can make LiDAR affordable and accessible.

2022 has started off as a very exciting year for GeoCue Australia and we look forward to sharing our news and

new product releases with you

Maptek

The increase in the number of sensors used and amount of data gathered in mining is making it harder to use all

the information collected in a meaningful way. Get a first look at new tools Maptek has been working on to

automatically clean up underground point cloud data, create models and generate strings.

 You will also learn about how Haul Road Conformance functionality, which uses integration between Vulcan and

PointStudio, is helping sites ensure they meet formal standards for haul roads while minimising costs and

improving productivity.



Outline developed and commercialised Australia’s first portable, high resolution, survey grade camera pod

system known as the Gtech™. Through perpetual innovation and while collecting millions of square kilometres of

high quality imagery, our Gtech™ cameras have helped to grow and underpin our strong industry reputation.

Against this backdrop, the team at Outline developed data intensive solutions which includes LiDAR, Thermal

and Multispectral imagery, all of which support a rich set of insights solving many complex real world problems

and helping to make Outline an industry leader. Besides our suite of imagery products we will take the

opportunity at the AIMS Mudgee event to showcase our SuperXS lidar capture technique. SuperXS delivers very

high levels of detail and better vegetation penetration performance. We will showcase an example using SuperXS

montioring erosion over waste stockpiles.

Position Partners

Position Partners will be showcasing the latest in specialist UAV technologies and wireless monitoring. On

display will be the popular Phantom 4 and widely-used Trinity VTOL aircraft as well as the blast-rated vibration

sensor and FlexiMeasure from Senceive. 

UPG

UPG will be showcasing the newly released SX12 Scanning Total Station’s suitability for underground surveying

with the new green and focusable laser pointer. 

Also the newly released TSC5 Android-based survey controller featuring a five-inch screen and full keyboard

together with the R12i GNSS receiver with ProPoint Technology and new TIP Tilt compensation. We will be

showcasing our Monitoring products, with one of our experts on hand to answer any questions.

Outline Global


